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Potential and challenges:
Supporting Communal Property Institutions
The potential and challenges of Communal Property Institutions
Common
property
institutions

The participants in the Land Reform Programme can hold property in a number of
organisation forms. These include Communal Property Associations (CPAs), Trusts, NonProfit Companies, Close Corporations and Cooperatives. CPAs and Trusts are the most
common form of land holding entity for land reform projects. In 2013 it was estimated
that some 1 341 CPAs and a similar number of land holding Trusts had been registered
since 19941.

Potential

The Land Reform Programme transfers assets to the poor. This ought to provide a
pathway out of poverty for the communities involved. But to do that the land transferred
must retain or enhance its productivity and the institutions that administer the assets
must do so effectively and in the interests of their members.
As the custodians of new community assets, Communal PropertyIinstitutions (CPIs) thus
have the potential to become centres of local economic development if arrangements
can be made to retain the productivity of the land they own and to build their ability to
govern and administer their affairs. If those requirements are not met assets are
destroyed, jobs lost and poverty deepened.

Challenges

Participants in the Land Reform Programme are thus required to manage some form of
common property institution. These face the inherent challenges of incentivising
individuals to work in the common interest and of creating sufficient authority to hold
the group together and protect its rights. They also, typically have limited resources, few
sanctions for non-compliance with administrative requirements and little incentive to do
so.
The CPA Act requires CPAs to hold an annual general meeting (AGM) and submit basic
information to the Director General of Rural Development and Land Reform. The
information required includes the names of committee members, AGM minutes, a
schedule of dealings in land and financial statements. However most CPAs are unable to
comply with these basic requirements. For example, a survey done by the Department in
2010 showed that fewer than one third held Annual General meetings and only 59 of
nearly 900 CPAs reviewed had financial statements.
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Supporting CPIs involved in commercial partnerships
Two
programmes

Commercial partnerships between land holding communities and private investors
cannot be sustained unless the parties to the partnership are able to administer their
affairs effectively.
Vumelana’s work is thus divided into two main programmes:

The Transaction Advisory Services (TA) Support Programme; and

The Communal Property Institution (CPI) Support Programme.
The first programme is designed to support the provision of advisory services to CPIs and
investors to conclude Community Private Partnerships (CPPs).
The CPI Support Programme is designed to support the development of well governed
CPIs by applying the fees recovered from deals concluded under the TA Support
Programme to strengthen the CPIs involved in those deals. Ultimately the aim is to
enhance the governance and administration of CPIs.

CPI
development

logic

Logic models are produced for the development of CPIs prior to contracting service
providers to provide governance and administrative support. These are developed to
take into account the circumstances of each community and its organisation and
development requirements. A generic form of such a model is shown below.

CPI
assessment
tool

Differing
capacity
and needs

An assessment tool has been developed to guide the assessment and support of
CPIs. It focuses on five assessment areas namely Governance, Member
Management, Administration Management, Financial Management and Property
Management. The purpose of the tool is to identify those areas requiring support
and then to track the impact of the support provided. See the guide for the
Communal Property Institution Capacity Assessment Tool for more information.
The application of the tool to four cases shows the different governance and management
profiles and where support is needed. The top two in the examples shown below apply to
relatively mature CPIs that have benefitted from support and the second two to CPIs that
have recently concluded investment deals where support has yet to develop.

